President Ray Williams, Vice President Larry Keeley, Treasurer Stan Kicak, Secretary Sandra Peters,
Technician John Glover, Membership Chloe Craig, Communications Bob Robertson,
Program Jeannie Gane, Outings David O’Rourke.

November 2016

Happy Hallowe’en !!

Photo captured and submitted by Dawn Knudsen
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President’s Message
Submitted by Ray Williams

I mentioned in my very first President’s Message how I
had always taken pictures. Like most people, however, they were pictures of family
celebrations or vacations. When I retired I started photography as a serious hobby and I
soon discovered that I would never see things the same way again. I can’t look at anything
now without wondering if it would make a good picture. I can’t go to a movie without
analyzing the cinematography. I think that over the past few years belonging to this NPC
club, I have actually started to look at the world differently.

(Photos in this article were captured and submitted by Ray Williams)
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It is not only looking at the world differently but actually
seeing it. There is a big difference between looking and
seeing.

Taking in the angles, the light, shapes, the small features and textures you encounter each
and every day. Always trying to create the perfect image if you have your camera with
you. Photography teaches you to not look at the world as an all-encompassing landscape
but imparts in you the ability to observe the small details that we can so easily miss as we
go through our day, such as the gentle curve of a wooden sidewalk, dew on a rosebud, the
complicated structure of the inner workings of a pocket watch, the delicate structure of a
sunflower, or the subtle colour change in the sky as the sun sets. It is amazing the intricate
details that can be captured by the camera.
I freely admit that I am a complete amateur in the field of photography. I am constantly on
a journey of learning new skills and techniques and probably will be for the rest of my life.
But what a fun trip!
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NPC Executive Meeting Oct. 17, 2016
Held at David O’Rourke’s home.

7:10 pm start

Minutes of the September meeting were accepted by David and seconded by Stan.
Ray and Stan now have access to the NPC bank accounts. After paying for speakers and
insurance we have $6 517 in the account and a $200 petty cash float. The rent for the
Salvation Army Hall ($75 a meeting) has not been paid. Ray has been in contact with
Captain Simpson and has given him the meeting dates for 2016-17, making the change for
a January 9th meeting.
Ray has contacted CLIC regarding NPC`s willingness to be an award sponsor.
David has drafted a waiver of claims and release of liability form for guests (non- club
members) on NPC outings. It is more detailed than the one we use for members. The
executive were each given a copy to look over and suggested changes can be sent to David.
A motion to adopt this waiver will be made at the November executive meeting. The
executive will also be prepared to discuss adding items to the existing waiver used for
members.
Outings for November
Wed. Nov. 9th – Royal Winter Fair (suggested by Jeannie)
Sun. Nov. 20th – Dale Chihuly Glass Art and the Wildlife Photo Exhibition (suggested by
Chloe, date changed from Nov. 6th)
Saturday Nov. 26 – Evening ``Cavalcade of Lights`` at Nathan Phillips Square
At the suggestion of Sylvie Flynn David is looking into the possibility of a trip to the
Canadian Raptor Conservancy in Victoria, ON (past Hamilton). The length of the drive
(two and a half hours) may be problematic for many club members.
The guest fee of $5 per meeting is low, considering the cost of the membership. For the
coming year (2017-18) we need to either increase the fee or limit the number of times a
person may come as a guest.
Jeannie has booked Bonnie Edwards for the January meeting to speak about sports
photography. Speakers for February and March have yet to be booked.
At the executive meeting in November we will formulate a plan to make the NPC more
visible in the community. Executive members should come with ideas to discuss regarding
marketing and publicising the club. Ray will contact the insurance company regarding
issues with minors as members and Sandra will look up NPC`s past policies with minors.
John is very pleased with our new equipment and the use of DropBox for photo
submission. He will continue to send out reminders for slideshow submissions.
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We do need to stress the importance of naming images properly (especially Outings) and
submitting aphoto just once. This will be addressed in John`s next e-mail and Ray will talk
about it at the next meeting.
We need to inform the membership of the December slideshow – 10 images per member.
A Dropbox will be set up for that and Stan will put together the presentation for the
December meeting. It will also be running at the Woodlawn Inn Christmas party.
Donna plans to compose an e-mail to the membership to outline the duties of a refreshment
co-ordinator in an effort to find her replacement.
Sandra is away Oct. 24th – Nov. 8th. She will still be able to forward e-mails, but requests
allowing extra time to get them out.
John Draper is going to block or delete some of the foreign "photography shows" that may
or may not be real, from reaching us through our web-site LINK.
At the November meeting we need to decide if we are hosting a Spring Workshop.
Motion 14 -2016 – Chloe will be given $100 from NPC funds to put towards materials (ink,
photo paper, CD`s) for the Help Portrait event that she organizes in Cobourg and at which
several of our Club members always assist. Motion made by Stan and seconded by John.
All in favour. Stan will create a sign for the event to recognize the donors.
To think about – a way of showcasing members’ photos on the website e.g. a link to a site
they maintain
- updating the
mission statement.
Meeting adjourned at
9 p.m.

Hot Water For The
Corn Roast
L. Keeley photo
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Outings Column
by David O’Rourke
The Club enjoyed two very successful outings in
October: a trip to Prince Edward County and a
sunrise outing in Colborne. On October 6th, thirteen
of us visited the County, mostly in the Bloomfield area, taking in the Huff Estates and
Norman Hardie wineries as well as the Dead People’s
Stuff antique store before lunching at the Agrarian
Bistro (happily located right next to Slickers which, by
the way, several of us also visited). The weather was
fabulous, and at the Norman Hardie Winery, we even
twisted Norman Hardie’s arm to pose in one of our
group
shots.
On October 11th, we had our first sunrise
outing of the year, which took place at the
beautiful Loughbreeze Bay B&B in
Colborne. Our hosts, Frances & Lawrence
Schell, had coffee and muffins prepared for
our arrival and then stuffed us with a
hearty delicious breakfast after the sunrise
shoot. I can assure you that no one complained
about still being hungry by the time Frances &
Lawrence finished serving us.
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Terry Self then took over and gave a remarkable presentation entitled “Creating An
Image,” asking us to consider a stone in terms of light, colour, shape, size, texture, location,
background, foreground, point of view, motion and presentation. We then went to the
beach and found our own stones to photograph. We weren’t just racing to take pictures,
but trying to keep in mind what we had learned from Terry’s presentation. It was a
workshop that many of us would have been happy to pay to attend.

Coming up in November will be these three outings;
hopefully you can join us:
Wednesday, November 9th – Royal Winter Fair (garden area, livestock, sheep, poultry,
free horse shows) (at the suggestion of Jeannie): http://www.royalfair.org
Sunday, November 20th - Dale Chihuly Glass Art and the Wildlife Photo Exhibition (at
the suggestion of Chloe): http://www.rom.on.ca (Note: This has been changed from the
original date of Nov.6th)
Saturday, November 26th – Evening “Cavalcade of Lights” at Nathan Phillips Square:
http://www.toronto.com/events/cavalcade-of-lights

Ed. Note:All photos in this report were captured and submitted by David
O’Rourke.
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Hiking in the Cinque Terra of Italy....
Photo essay submitted by Elaine Amenta
This past September we were fortunate to return to
one of my favourite places in Italy; Cinque Terra. We
spent a week hiking up to the tops of hillsides and
witnessed the beautiful views and the quiet that comes
from being so high up; no traffic, no barking dogs, just
clean air and peace!
Cinque Terre is a string of centuries-old seaside villages on the rugged Italian Riviera
coastline. In each of the 5 towns,(Monterosso al Mare, Vernazza, Corniglia, Manorola and
Riomaggiore) colourful houses and vineyards cling to steep terraces, harbours are filled
with fishing boats and trattorias turn out seafood specialties along with the Liguria
region’s famous sauce, pesto. The "Sentiero Azzurro" Cliffside hiking trail links the
villages and offers sweeping sea vistas.
A UNESCO World Heritage sight since 1997,
this is truly a beautiful spot to linger with the
camera and enjoy the ever changing scenery!

A day out in Barolo to taste wines.jpg

Fishing boats in Vernazza harbour.jpg
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Looking down from the trail.jpg

Our morning view from Corniglia.jpg

Trying a crreative shot in the vineyard!.jpg

View from the hiking trails. The Liguarian Sea
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UNESCO sight was wonderful and made our
Canadian wine regions look so small!
We finished off the trip by visiting family in Turin
and Borgosesia, where Carmelo grew up and had a
wonderful time!

Travels With Al!!

Well, it is “ Travels with Al” time again, it has been some time since
I
I last inflicted myself on you, so I thought it was time to do it again. I
have just spent some time in Maine with John Paul Caponigro who,
to put it mildly, is a very, very deep (along with his voice) thinker. It
was a course he was giving in Acadia National Park in Maine for the
Fall Colours. Now, JP, as we called him, wanted us to create a story using the images we
took, He is very big on trying to get you to think, to be more creative in your photography.
Now I am thinking, “Say what?” You want me to create a story out of 12 or so images that
I have taken? Good luck with that. He also wanted us to highlight our work with a
common theme.
So, I tried. What follows are the images I selected. I will now attempt to give some
thoughts on what I was thinking when I took them. To spare you, I
will only do six of them. Then subject you to the other 6 next month.

Image A.

This was taken on the Sunday morning before the
workshop started, I saw it slowly come out and slip back into the fog
as I was having breakfast. It was how I had envisioned the east coast.
One of the things I love most is the light, or what some might think is
the lack of it. It is that softness of the light, gently wrapping itself
around everything yet still allows the image to dance.
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Image B.
We were out early at 4:30am but the weather was
not with us as it was overcast, and windy. Later, we
arrived here. It was not a target rich environment
and most of us went different ways as we were only
staying about 30 minutes. Not seeing anything
interesting, I moved a very short distance, put my
camera to my eye, and thought, yes, I can work with
this, there is some good light. What makes this a strong image is a combination of things
that all came together: the potential of the sky, the colour of the rocks (thank goodness for
wet rocks), the splash of the waves over the rocks and the white foam, how the center rock
lines up with the low island, and it with the mainland similar in shape. Then there is the
bonus of the flock of seagulls, (never even saw them). When broken down it is still the light
I see in my mind that creates the music which in turn allows me to hear the dance.

Image C.
JP has taken us to a rock face with lines, patterns and textures, where he wants us to work
on our creativity. I would rather have a root canal. So, this is what I saw: the sun having
risen above the headland and now
shining on the trees. I take the shot
thinking I will get at least one shot.
Again, it is the light that I see.

Image D.

This image is the result of what JP has been
talking about: Creativity, I sat here at least 10 minutes, or
more, looking up at the rock cut. The others had spread
out 100 yards on either side of me, happily snapping
images. I am thinking: it is just not me. Then I spotted it!
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It looked like wet rock (tip: always look for wet rocks as they rock) and a dark, sharp
shadow. It was not there earlier, as the sun had now risen higher in the sky, creating the
shadow. The image was screaming at me: HERE I AM, TAKE ME, YOU FOOLE, I
moved closer. Put the camera to my eye and looked and when the music and dance of the
light in my mind locked stepped I pushed the shutter. Looking at this image, I realize that
it is so me, all about the light. I think it is one of my better shots. I would have no
hesitation printing it and putting it on my wall.

Image E

Good colour catchers in the sky. I balanced the sky to the
foreground with a GND filter. Simple shot, right place,
right time. Good light creates the music and dance. When
shooting it is what I do and live for!

Image F.

This is what I do, a
few minutes later, looking to my
right. I think you can see what I
have been talking about. This is
where it was happening, I decided
to stay until the light changed.
Took a lot of shots as each wave breaks differently to get the one or ones that work.
That is the end of Part One. I hope you have enjoyed travelling with me. Part two next
month.
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Thinking about Focus by Donna Edmonds
One of the hardest challenges in my photography has been to try to master focus. Which
focusing mode should I use? Where should I focus? How is my aperture (DOF) going to
affect my focus and how do I use that effectively?
I tend to change where I am going to focus depending on my subject. I use a different
mindset for different types of photography – for example: close-up, landscape, portrait, or
action. Each type of photography has its own set of challenges and criteria for focusing.
I have set up my camera to use back button focusing for my auto focus and I love it. It took
me a couple of shoots to remember that I need to I use the back button instead of the
shutter release but I feel that it allows me much more freedom when my shutter release
does not engage my auto focus. I can choose where I want to focus, and not have it
accidentally move when I press the shutter release. I use single point or continuous focus
depending on whether or not my subject is moving.
http://www.colesclassroom.com/back-button-focus-explained/ with many cameras you
must put your camera on manual mode before you scroll through your menus to set back
button focusing.
In close up photography, focusing on different areas will give you very different looking
photographs.
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Donna Edmunds, continued.....
If you want the entire close up subject to be in focus you need to close down your aperture
more and possibly move back and crop the
photo or try focus stacking
This image is comprised of about 10 images
stacked together. Each image has a
different area that is in focus or what I call
a “slice” of focus. The camera is so close to
the subject that even at f16 only about ¼ of
an inch is actually in focus in each shot.
The photos are then merged in photoshop
and in the resulting image the entire
subject is sharp.

The aperture that is used and the DOF that can
be achieved with any given situation is too
complicated a topic to fully explore in this article
but needs to be addressed as it greatly affects the
amount of area that will be in focus in your
photograph.
I focused on the cow’s nose when I took this photo
and I chose this photo for the article because you
can clearly see the field of focus (which is about 34 feet) across the entire photo. This photo has
been cropped to be a vertical instead of
horizontal. The settings for this photograph which
I took hand held at 1/640 of a sec are f5.6, ISO
320, at a focal length 300mm which I took from
about 30 feet away. Having the cow in sharp focus
draws our eyes right to the cow and the softer
focus behind gives a story to the photo which I
think is a little more interesting than just showing
a cow in a field. With the subject in sharper focus
than the rest of the photo, it stands out from its surroundings and draws the viewer’s eye
right to where the photographer wants them to look.
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In this photo I have focused on the wheat that is closest to me in order to have the viewer
get a feeling as if
they are in the
wheat field but
also so the closest
wheat is not
blurry. When
taking a photo
like this, I am
continuously
looking at the
scene with my
eyes and not
through the
viewfinder
because when I
look through the
viewfinder I am
looking at a 2
dimensional
image and cannot tell which part of the scene is actually closest to the lens. The settings for
this photo are 1/320 sec, f13, ISO 220,

18mm 1-2 feet away. Wide angle allows more DOF so the photo is fairly sharp from front
to back.
After taking quite a few photos at this rodeo, I
learned that the best chance to get a good action shot
was as they rounded the pole so I kept my camera
pointed in the direction of the pole and only started
shooting as the rider and horse came around the bend.
In this action shot, the sharpest focus is placed on the
horse’s eye. I was standing on the top row of the
bleachers and probably 50 ft away from the subject so
even at f7.1 there is a lot of depth to the area that is in
focus

1-1000 sec, f7.1, ISO 400, 155mm
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This landscape photo was
focussed 1/3 of the way
into the scene to achieve
sharp focus through the
entire photograph.
1-320 sec, f13, ISO 100,
72mm

As I shoot I try to keep in mind that although one should always do their best to get it right
in camera, there are two things you cannot “fix” after the photo has been taken; focus and
camera shake. Each situation has its own set of challenges but as long as you get the focus
right and your camera is steady (either on a tripod or handheld with a shutter speed fast
enough to compensate for any camera movement) then your photo will be sharp where you
want it to be sharp. The challenges and possibilities are many and it has been a lot of fun
learning to get the focus how and where I want it to be in different situations.

Frame/book Sale! Huge savings!
Attention photographers and readers of fine literature! Pat Calder is selling off her
collection of photograph frames and some gently used books. Pat is a retired English
teacher so her book collection is very fine indeed!
Frames are in ALL SIZES: 4 x 6, 5 x 7, 8 x 10, 17 x 21, 17 x 22, 17 x 22 1/2, 17 x 25,
18 x 21 1/2, 20 x 23 1/2, 21 x x26, 26 x 32. Some mats also available.
11 Cedar St., Colborne, ON (Down from the Big Apple on 401)

Pat 's frame/book sale open house will be held Nov. 8, 14, and 24. Later by
appointment. Come early for best selection.
Call 905-355-3005.
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THE ADVENTURES OF THE OLD POINT & SHOOTER
You may recall that last November I submitted a short photo essay to
the Monitor chronicling our adventures in the Eastern Townships in
the tiny town of Finch Bay Quebec, where the only feature of interest
was their famous haunted house. Once
again this past October, the bride & I
took our annual trip to Quebec to
celebrate the anniversary of her 39th
birthday, but this time we headed for the
Laurentians . Our ﬁrst stop was the
iconic and beautiful Chateau Montebello
Hotel . I have to tell you , the bride was impressed!
Next we took to the back roads as we
headed north from the Ottawa River,
ending up at Mont Tremblant. This is
indeed a desirable destination especially in
the fall when the colours are at their peak.
We set up shop in the sleepy little town of
Ste-Adele in the Rolland House B&B

which was the former mansion of the president and
owner of the Rolland Paper Company. It was an
impressive old structure and the accommodations
and
food
were to
die for!
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While in the area we did a ton of hiking; however, the

photographic highlight of the trip was a small shop in Val
David which specialized in coffee and colourful items of
interest for sale not commonly found it shops today. Here is a small sample of the sights
that caught my eye.
In summary , I think we picked the absolute best week
weather wise of the entire autumn for travel ! Quebec
continues be one of my favourite destinations and one
which I encourage you all to explore.

Photography Quotes:
“Once photography enters your bloodstream, it is like a disease.”
— Anonymous

“Which of my photographs is my favorite? The one I’m going to take tomorrow.”
— Imogen Cunningham
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Tech Tips
By

Patrick Romano

As Christmas Holiday season approaches many of us plan on
trying to take our own family / holiday portraits. This may be for
making your own cards, sending friends and relatives pictures of
the children or just recording the festivities. For whatever reason, there are many methods
of attaining the results that you are looking for. This months tips are exclusively about
taking portraits whether set up or candid. Hope something here makes the difference for
your images.
How to Choose Your Camera Angle to Take Better Portraits
http://digital-photography-school.com/camera-angle-portraits/
Photographing People: To do Styled Portraits or Not?
http://digital-photography-school.com/photographing-people-to-do-styled-portraits-or-not/
10 Tips to Help You Create Unique Storytelling People Photos
http://digital-photography-school.com/10-tips-create-storytelling-people-photos/
Common Lighting Styles to Get the Perfect Portrait
http://digital-photography-school.com/4-common-lighting-styles-to-get-the-perfect-portrait/
How to Use Angle of Light in People Photography for Added Punch
http://digital-photography-school.com/angle-light-people-photography-punch/
How to Use Portrait Angles More Creatively: A Visual Guide
http://digital-photography-school.com/portrait-angles-for-beginners-a-visual-guide/
7 Steps to Capturing Truth in Your Portraiture
http://digital-photography-school.com/7-steps-capturing-truth-portraiture/
How to Find Great Backgrounds for Outdoor Portraits
http://digital-photography-school.com/find-great-backgrounds-outdoor-portraits/
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Tips for Photographing Your Child and Their First Moments
http://digital-photography-school.com/tips-for-photographing-your-child-and-their-firstmoments/
4 Tips for Better Child Photography by a Mom
http://digital-photography-school.com/4-tips-for-better-child-photography-by-a-mom/
Capturing Busy Little Ones: Forget the Perfect Pose and Get Photos You Truly Love
http://digital-photography-school.com/capturing-busy-little-ones-forget-the-perfect-pose-andget-photos-you-truly-love/
6 Ways to Take a Candid Portrait of Somebody You Know
http://digital-photography-school.com/six-ways-to-take-a-candid-portrait-of-somebody-youknow/
Natural Light Versus Artificial Light: Which is Better?
http://digital-photography-school.com/natural-light-versus-artificial-light-which-is-better/
Tips for Taking Candid Portraits of People
http://digital-photography-school.com/tips-for-taking-candid-portraits-of-people/
How to Use Two LED Lights to Achieve Moody Portraits
http://digital-photography-school.com/how-to-use-two-led-lights-to-achieve-moody-portraits/
5 Tips for Taking Better Portraits in Nature
http://digital-photography-school.com/5-tips-for-taking-better-portraits-in-nature/

How to Make a Unique Portrait in the City at Night
http://digital-photography-school.com/how-to-make-a-unique-portrait-in-the-city-at-night/
How to Create Catch Lights in Your Natural Light Portraits
http://digital-photography-school.com/how-to-create-catch-lights-in-your-natural-lightportraits/
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Fran Brownley submits the following.....
I rarely leave home without my camera in hand.
Either one of the Nikons or my phone. And you
will often see my car on the side of the road, with
flashers going. Just for safety reasons because I’m
usually behind it with my eye on a potential
picture.

I like taking pictures of anything that
will pose long enough for me to press
the shutter button. Lately it has been
the fall colors. . . . and a new wee
Airdale puppy. I’m out in the early
morning and late evening times these
days and it only takes a few minutes to
stop, get a reading, and press the
shutter button. I often use 2 or 3
different setting in the camera.
Here are photos of the Jocelyn street early morning pictures I think I posted on the
Northumberland web site.
Lately the fall colors have been coming out very nice using the moon setting and Auto. And
I often move the camera around until I get the lighting I want then reframe it before
pushing the shutter button. And if that is not enough I’m pleasantly surprised when a wee
touch with Picasa settings adds the finishing touches that please my eye. Flowing water
over the dam looks nice with a wee touch from the Picasa saturation slider.
I’m learning a lot by just “taking the picture” and playing with it.

Photo quotes: “When words become unclear, I shall focus with photographs. When
images become inadequate, I shall be content with silence.”
— Ansel Adams
“Photography is a way of feeling, of touching, of loving. What you have caught on film is
captured forever… It remembers little things, long after you have forgotten everything.”
— Aaron Siskind
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…….. by Larry Keeley

DRIVEN BY PRIMAL URGES TO REPRODUCE,

Coho and Chinook
salmon, as well as Brown and Rainbow trout, abandon the comforting depths of Lake
Ontario, and other large bodies of water, to begin a long and hazardous journey to return
to the fluvial waters where they were born. Twice a
year, the Ganaraska River is one of hundreds of
streams that guide the way for this bi-annual search
for the rich spawning grounds. After mating, the life
cycle will soon come to an end.
This epic movement is
fraught with many
dangers, not the least of
which are the thousands of people lining the shore, each with the
single intention of catching
fish. Some of these beauties
will, indeed, become the
main feature of a fine dinner.
The majority, alas, are
caught for the thrill of
feeling a fish struggling on
the end of a line.

Even though ‘catch and release’ is practiced, many fish
are too exhausted by the time they are landed to survive.
Gulls fighting over the remains of decaying carcasses is a
common site along the river.
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Trying to revive a fish and the tragic end when revival efforts fail.

Gulls, cormorants and turkey vultures do their share of the environmental cleanup by
feasting on the remains.
The most atrocious demise a fish can experience is being sliced open in order for the roe
each female carries to be extracted. A tidy profit can be made when up to 5,000 to 8,000
eggs can be found in one fish! This vile activity
is totally illegal but perhaps understandable
considering the exorbitant prices this delicacy
sells for in some bait shops. Game wardens,
various governmental agencies as well as local
police forces are now making concerted efforts
to stop this.

One of the nicest sights to see during these spawning runs are the many busloads and
carloads of tourists coming from near and far to see the many thousands of fish making
their way upstream. It is refreshing to realize just how many people truly appreciate this
beautiful event.

Many, many thanks are hereby extended to those members who submitted materials for
this edition of the Monitor. Your contributions add enormously to the interest in and the
enjoyment of our monthly newsletter. Hopefully, at our next meeting on Nov. 7, you will
receive several pats on the back and compliments from our happy readers.
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